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~enate..impeache.s Morriss
. President accused of appointing himself lobbyist
BY G A EG OilY AU TT Y
News Edrtnr
Sen. Joe Holladay said he was tipped off
about Morriss' self-appointment by an ASBSU
adviser the week of Feb; 13. On. Feb. 15, an
anonymous post on the ASBSUWeb site ac-
cused Morriss of "fleecing" the senate by
giving himself a service award. Many of the
senators said they found out about the issue
just one day before they voted to impeach
Morriss.
Labrecque said that after reading the anon-
ymous post online, he began researching the
allegations and confirmed that Morriss had in fact received the service
award.
"It's been a long 48 hours, an emotional 48 hours," Labrecque said.
"As a VP with somebody, who ran a campaign with him ... this [the
news] hit me like a car."
. ASBSU president to make the appropriate
appointment and did not think twice about
Morriss' appointment of himself, saying, "we
just didn't even go there."
Vice President Tom Labrecque said in the
senate discussion that Morriss had not in-
The Senate voted last Thursday to impeach
President David Morriss for failing to admin-
ister the ASBSUbudget, for accepting monies
promised to another ASBSUrepresentative,
and for awarding himself a service award
without going through the appointment pro-
cess.
The impeachment comes after Morriss ap-
pointed himself a lobbyist, a job already con-
stitutionally expected of the president, and
accepted a tuition waiver from the Alumni
Center without informing any senator or ex-
ecutive staff.
"If there is any reason to impeach, this is it."
Sen. Jefferson Day said during the Senate dis-
cussion, "thisIs more than enough." ',
The impeachment hearing is scheduled to
take place Thursday, March 3 at 4 p.m. in The
Forum. ForMorriss to be removed from office,
a four-fifths majority of senators must vote for
his removal.' Currently there are 10 senators.
The hearing IS open to the public.
Morriss declined to.comment on the allega-
dons, saying onlythat it's "nice to see the sen-
ate in action."
According to Lee Denker, executive direc-
tor of the Alumni Association, Morriss SUb-
mitted his name, along with the name of an-
other lobbyist, to receive a tuition waiver for
the spring semester.
Denker says that the Association trusts the
It's nice
to see the
Senate in
formed him of his self-appointment. "IfI had
done this I wouldhave expected to be fired or
would have resigned," Labrecque said.
Sen. Day likened the scandal to that of for-
mer Boise mayor Brent Coles, saying it could
be years before student confidence in student
government could be regained. Coles pled
guilty in November 2003 to two felony charg-
es related to the misuse of public funds.
action.'
-David Morriss, ASBSUPresident
Pre id Iltial candidate 2005:
Four tickets vie for executive branch-
world
,500 Palestinian
prisoners set free
to bolster Israeli-
Palestinian truce
TULKAREM, West Bank - Israel
released 500 Palestinian prisoners
Monday in an effort to bolster an infor-
mal truce announced by Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon and Palestinian
leader Mahmoud Abbas at their Feb. 8
summit.
While Palestinian leaders com-
plained the release didn't go far enough,
for many Palestinians, including moth-
er Zahra Abu Zant, it was a feast of joy.
"Nader! Nader!" she shouted to her
17-year-old sortover the din ofululating
Palestinian women, who broke through
a cordon of Israeli soldiers at the edge
of this Palestinian border town to greet
the male prisoners arriving by the bus-
load. Nader saw her and grinned. wav-
ing madly beforccrawling out of a bus
window, jumping to the ground and
running into her waiting arms.
"Thank you, God," she wept, as they
kissed each other and then the dirt. It
was one of many such joyous reunions
Monday at five Israeli-Palestinian bor-
der crossings in the largest release of
Palestinian prisoners since 1996.
In Brussels, Belgium, President Bush
lent his support to efforts aimed at im-
proving Israeli-Palestinian relations,
"Our greatest opportunity and our
immediate goal is peace in the Middle
East," Bush said in the Belgian capital,
his first stop in a trip aimed at improv-
ing U.S. relations with Europe. "We're
determined to see two democratic
states, Israel and Palestine. living side
by side in peace and security."
Russia must renew
'commitment to
democracy; Bush says
BRUSSELS, Belgium - Three days
before he's to meet Russian President
Vladimir Putin, President Bush called
Monday for a joint U.S.-European com-
mitment to press Russia to move for-
. world
ward with democratic reforms.
Bush, on a five-day trip to repair
strained relations with European al-
lies, touched on many global issues in
his first address on foreign soil since
beginning his second term, but his em-
phasis on pushing Russia to honor prin-
ciples of democracy was most striking,
for it put Putin on notice that Bush in-
tends to confront him over his recent
efforts to consolidate power.
Bush said he believes Russia's future
lies with the West, but added pointedly:
"Yet, for Russia to make progress as a
European nation, the Russian govern-
ment must renew a commitment to de-
mocracy and the rule of law. We recog-
nize that reform will not happen over-
night. We must always remind Russia,
however, that our alliance stands for a
free press, a vital opposition, the shar-
ing of power and the rule of law - and
the United States and all European
countries should place democratic re-
form at the heart of their dialogue with
Russia." .
Bush meets Putin Thursday in
Bratislava, the Slovak Republic. Their
meeting is widely seen as the first test
of Bush's bold second-inaugural vow to
end tyranny and confront "every ruler
- and every nation", on their commit-
ment to democracy and human rights.
Harvard president to
face professors in wake
of latest controversy
CAMBRIDGE,Mass. - Harvard presi-
dent Lawrence Summers goes back into
the lions' den Tuesday.
When he faces hundreds of restive
professors in an emergency meeting
of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, he
will be pilloried as an arrogant, incom-
petent despot and hailed as a champi-
on of free speech victimized by liberal
thought police.
The session has been moved to a larg-
er hall to accommodate an expected
overflow crowd, after a similar session
last Tuesday left professors sitting on
nallOnal
the floor and crowded into doorways.
"We'll have people there who never
come to faculty meetings," said Arthur
Kleinman, chairman of the department
of anthropology, who has been critical
of Summers. "We're going to see people
come out of the woodwork."
Some professors have been calling for
a vote of no-confidence in Summers,
but parliamentary procedure may pre-
vent such a vote at tuesday's session,
senior faculty members said. .
Any no-confidence vote would be
largely symbolic. The seven-mem-
ber governing, corporation that se-
lects Harvard's president said late last .
week that it fully supports Summers.
Summers is one of the members of the
corporation, as is his mentor, former
Treasury Secretary Robert E. Rubin.
The current Summers imbroglio,
the latest in a series of controversies
in Summer's three-and-a-half-year
tenure, was triggered by comments he
made last month suggesting that innate
gender differences might be responsi-
ble for the small number of women in
top science and engineering positions.
Brain drain: Company
harvests, sells students'
ideas
When software maker Intuit Inc. de-
cided to create aWeb site to help young
people use its Turbo Tax program, the
company turned to two University of
Wisconsin-Madison students for ideas
on how to appeal to Generation Y.
Anand Chhatpar and Nate Altfeather
went to work. The students, founders of
BrainReactions LLC, held a two-hour
brainstorming session with people
they deemed to be the most creative on
the Madison campus. Participants got
money and pizza for their ideas.
Twodays later, a list ofideas, sketches
and an executive summary were sent
to Intuit. ADVDof the session followed
two weeks later.
Intuit used the ideas. For instance,
the session found that people ages 18
to 24 connect better with symbols than
words, said Michael Maron, director of
Intuit's ttrefund.com, a site that helps
young taxpayers learn to use Turbo Tax
nalulnal
to prepare their taxes.
"We've done focus groups at other
colleges, but what's great is they have
the process down and do a great job of
recruiting people from different areas
of the university," Maron said.
The company uses its founders'
campus connections and mathemati-
cal formulas to determine how to staff
each brainstorming session and evalu-
ate participants.
The sessions are designed to harness
150 to 200 student ideas so companies
can capitalize on them. Students go
through a screening process and must
participate in one test run before they
can become paid as what the company
calls idea generators.
BrainReactions, started in July, has
hundreds of student idea generators
in its database and more than 10 cli-
ents that include Intuit and Bank of
America, Chhatpar said. He said the
company is profitable, although he
won't disclose numbers.
"College students contain an incred-
ible creative resource that evaporates
quickly after they are hired into real
world jobs," said Altfeather, a graduate
student in biological systems engineer-
ing.
Senior recognized by
USA Today
BOISE,Idaho - Boise State University
student Heather Gnbble..a senior ma-
joring in graphic design with a market-
ing minor, was named an honorable
mention winner for the All-USACollege
Academic Team by USAToday. Gribble
is the only student from the state of
Idaho to be honored by USA Today.
This award recognizes her as one of the
top 84 students in the nation.
"I was excited simply to be nomi-
nated for this award and the honorable
mention recognition is thrilling," said
Gribble. "I think it is a credit to Boise
State for me to be honored for my aca-
demic accomplishments in the same
company as students from Stanford,
Harvard and Yale."
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The award recognizes students who
excel not only in scholarship, but also
as leaders on and, off campus. Judges
also looked at each student's outstand-
ing original academic or intellectual
product or endeavor. In addition to be-
ing a 4.0 GPAstudent, Gribble is direc-
tor of the Volunteer Services Board, a
student-run organization developed
. to promote volunteerism to students
and the university community. She
also coaches junior varsity volleyball
at Bishop KellyHigh School, where she
attended high school and graduated in
2000.
BSU crew sends
dispatches via satellite
from remote ocean
stretch
BOISE,Idaho - A crew of Boise State
University scientists and students
who are on a 41-day voyage to one of
the most remote stretches of ocean on
Earth are sending backlive dispatches
and photos via a satellite link and so-
liciting questions from Idahoans about
their adventure.
The public can read their first-person
accounts, see pictures of life aboard
ship and submit questions to the crew
at http://news.boisestate.Cdu/ocean-
·voyage.
BSU scientists Mitchell Lyle and Lee
Liberty and graduate students Brandi
Murphy and Christopher Paul are on
an expedition to the remote southern-
most Pacific as part of a $318,211 grant
from the National Science Foundation
awarded to BSU.
Their mission is to identify drill sites
beneath the ocean floor for future stud-
ies of the very warm Eocene time peri-
od of34-55 million years. Scientists are
increasingly interested in understand-
ing these ancient climate patterns be-
cause they offer insights into current
climate conditions, including the ef-
fects of global warming.
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ASBSUbudgets a set amount of funding to pro-
vide for training each fiscal year.
The Senate also closed a discretionary Projects
Account at the time of the meeting worth $25,315.54.
The Projects Account was established by President
Morriss during the Spring 2004 semester to fund
his computer and remodeling initiatives. The ac-
count paid for furniture and new computers in the
ASBSUoffices. The funds in the account were made
available to President Morriss without review or ap-
proval through a budget process as constitutionally
required.
All funds remaining in the account will be trans-
ferred into the ASBSUContingency Reserve, an ac-
count that is subject to review and Senate approval.
In other business:
The Senate voted unanimously to commend the
Bronco Shop in the Student Union Building for its
effort to stock apparel from manufacturers with a
reputable workers' rights record. ,
The Bronco Shop is a member of the Fair Labor
Association.
The Senate also killed a resolution that would have
thanked Boise State University President Robert
Kustra for acknowledging BSU's responsibity to the
business community.
The resolution would have also asked Kustra
to help promote interactions ofBSU clubs and orga-
nizations with the community, as well as sister and
parent organizations.
Impeachmenl1frompage11
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ernment".
Bolton would go on to say that
the "manipulation" of the relief
assistance was designed to di-
vert food and medical supplies
to "loyalists in his Baathist party
and to certain military units" of-
ten centered around Saddam's
hometown, Tikrit.
Many right now are trying to
find ways to attack President
Bush, based on opposition to
his policies, politics, or a general
distaste for his leadership. But to
carelessly bring up the holocaust
to promote his own political view
of the world is a corruption of
Churchill's academic merit.
The University of Colorado
would be right to censure
Professor Churchill for his gross
dereliction of acceptable aca-
demic standards. Censorship
should not be argued here as free
speech should always be free as
long as the constitution stands.
However, as an academic institu-
tion, the University of Colorado
would be wise to censure this
political attack disguised as aca-
demic research.
Professor Churchill has made
his political views and mo-
tives quite clear comparing the
President Bushs' io the Nazi re-
gime that murdered so many.
Professor Churchill has also
made his academic merit laugh-
able in the process:
FEB 2'1 2005
BY KYLE GORHRM
Meneglng Editor
It was definitely Gonzo.
Shocking as it is, the prospect
of Hunter S. Thompson going
the way of Hemingway was pure
Gonzo. Fearless and unapologet-
ic to theend, '
Where else was there to take
it really? Thompson forged his
own way with talent and bril-
liant lunacy, ploughing through
American history with the same
velocity and resounding power
as the bullet that ended his life. It
was his last drink to swallow, the
last drug to take, the last limit to
push, and the last story Hunter
had to write.
It was his last assignment.
Many people will speculate as
to why HST fluffed his own pil-
lows for The Dirt Nap, but there
is no explanation needed on his
part. Res Ipsa Loquitor, the thing
speaks for itself. When the going
gets weird, the weird turn pro, as
he said. And when being pro gets
too weird, the pro cashes his own
check. Who's to sayhewas wrong?
Hell, he wrote the book on this
lifestyle. He made the rules. His
ending was the last chapter, and
it was his alone to write.
That's not to say it shouldn't
hurt, because it does. The faith-
ful Freaks hurt, journalism cries,
the nation mourns, and The
American Dream has lost its first
brave general. Thompson's life
was tragically intertwined with
the fate 'of The Dream, and his
death may mark its own demise.
Perhaps he finally gave up hope
of its resurrection.
Maybe he sat in his Colorado
compound wallowing in fear and
loathing, watching political his-
tory repeat itself. The "swine"
as he called them, putting the
final nails in the coffin of The
American Dream. His words and
wisdom unable to keep it on Iife-
support any longer. Thompson
-claimed that Richard Nixon
was the death of The American
Dream, but it wasn't just Nixon.
The assassins of The Dream will
always be politicians like Nixon
- and there will always be plenty
of dirtbags in D.C. Perhaps he re-
alized that Nixon's treachery was
simply a part of the vicious cycle
of American politics, a jugger-
naut of pain and misery dealt out
to every generation. A plll we all
swallow.
Perhaps this broke his noble
heart.
The loss of his life and words
is profound, though there is still
hope. Even though words like
freedom and liberty are thrown
around like a cheap Frisbee to
be caught in the decayed teeth
of mongrel politics, there is still
hope. There is hope because
Thompson lived these ideals,
and through his death, we can all
learn their true meaning.
If Thompson was anything,
he was free, He lived life on his
own terms, said the unspeakable,
challenged the unchallengeable,
and made no apologies along the
way. That is how he should be re-
membered. Not for the craziness,
drugs, and eccentricies; those
were just parts of the whole, not
the mad. Thompson lived free-
dom. He was the archetype of
what America's forefathers envi-
sioned for this country's children
- The American Dream.
But most of all, he was Gonzo.
R.I.P.HST
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BY LUKE RLLEN MCMRNRMON
Columnist
Professor Ward Churchill is
wrong, seriously wrong, and the
University of Colorado would be
right to seek some sort of disci-
plinary action against this indi-
vidual. For those who have not
heard, Churchill, a professor at
the Ethnic Studies department at
UC, wrote a crass essay entitled,
"Some People Push Back: On The
Justice OfRoosting Chickens,"
In "Chickens," Churchill argues
that the people who died in the
9-11 attacks in the twin towers
were nothing more than, "little
Eichmanns.' Adolph Eichmann
executed Hitler's plan to elimi-
nate Jews in World War II. This
is inflammatory and does noth-
ing to promote honest dialogue
about the circumstances sur-
rounding the events of9·11.
Churchill argues in "Chickens"
that the United States is a pri-
mary source for the desolation
that has affected the lives of so
many in Iraq over the last decade.
Churchill writes that the U.S. im-
posed sanctions "enforced. all
the while by a massive military
'presence and periodic bombing
raids, the embargo has greatly
impaired the victims' ability to
import the nutrients, medicines,
and other materials necessary to
saving the lives of even their tod-
dlers,"
Churchill argues that about
500,000 Iraqi children have lost
their lives due to the "holocaust"
laid down on Iraq by the Bush
presidencies. .
That or, well you know, maybe
the dictator Saddam Hussein.
Steven Case, Ph.D. in Iraqi his-
tory at Oxford University, writes
in his article "Iraq Watch" that,
"Coldly taken as a daily average
for the 24years of Saddam's reign,
these numbers give us a horrify-
ing picture.ofbetween 70and 125
civilian deaths per day for every
one of Saddam's 8,000-odd days
in power". .
Case also notes that the
Documental Center for Human
Rights in Iraq has recorded at
least "600,000 civilian execu-
tions,"
Beyond this, there is addition-
al academic disagreement with
Professor Churchill's stance that
the U.S. was the primary party
responsible for blocking relief as-
sistance.
JohnBolton,AssistantSecretary
of State under the first Bush ad-
ministration, noted in his testi-
mony to House Foreign Affairs
subcommittee in 1991that "there
are reports that wider food short-
ages could be in the mix later this
year. To the extent that food is not
getting to the Iraqi population
most at risk, one major cause is
the cynical manipulation of food
stocks by Saddam Hussein's gov-
,
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THE ARBITER
BY RUBREY SRLRZRR
Columnist
In this era of white-collar rob-
bery, it is no surprise that David
Morriss, the president of ASBSU,
decided it was his turn to loot the
unguarded coffers at Boise State.
After an overwhelming senate
vote, Morriss now faces an im-
peachment hearing for sidestep-
ping senate approval in appoint-
ing himself as a student lobbyist
and reaping a generous tuition
waiver given out by the Boise
State Alumni Center.
What should grab the attention
of everyone is not.only the bla-
tant constitutional violation and
misuse of public office displayed
by Morriss, but also the misap-
propriation of funds by the Boise
State Alumni Association.
In a telephone interview with
LeeDenker, the Executive Director
of the Alumni Association, Denker
expressed disappointment in the
current controversy and said it
could be hurtful to Boise State's
image. Obviously, this disap-
pointment and damage could
have been avoided by a simple
phone call to senate offices.
When asked about the Alumni
Board's iniquitous oversight
of Morriss' underhanded deal,
Denker went on to explain that
the names of the two lobbyists
were passed on from the ASBSU
President Morriss to AlexLaBeau,
the Alumni Board President, for
final approval and processing.
Denker denied any responsibil-
ity on behalf of the board in fail-
ing to confirm that the Senate
had actually approved Morriss
and had given him their blessings
in hiring himself as a compen-
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Social Security in crisis
Dear Editor,
Professor Whitaker's position
that the Social Security system is
not in crisis is both laughable and
easily refutable. Anyone willing to
do a quick search on the web can
easily see that (www.socialsecu-
rity.org/quickfacts/index.html is
a good place to start). The system
will be running a deficit in about
15years, so if nothing is done, tax-
es will have to be raised or ben-
efits will have to be cut. Liberals
love to raise taxes, so maybe that's
why the professor doesn't see any
problem. Anyone who has everrun
a business knows that higher pay-
roll taxes force lots ofbad choices ..
Raising prices and risking the loss
of business to competitors, not
giving raises or even cutting jobs
can become options, especially
in industries that are struggling
to survive to begin with. Higher
taxes will hurt the nation's econ-
omy and reduced benefits will
hurt individuals. But that is not
what the deniers of this problem
care about anyway. For them, it's
about not losing any more politi-
cal power. Liberals believe in big
government programs. They have
always favored anything that in-
creases people's dependence on
government social programs.
Essentially, they use those pro-
grams to buy votes with other
people's tax money. The Social
Security program was one of the
Democrat's greatest achieve-
ments, but it is no longer sustain-
able, and many Democrats, in-
cluding Bill Clinton, have said so.
Alan Klein
Meridian, 10
The Arbiter
sated lobbyist, a job description'
that is already expected of him as
a compensated ASBSUPresident.
Apparently, what might seem like
common sense to the average
individual is completely lost on
25 Alumni Board members, our
creme de la creme of post-Boise
State academia.
The source who broke the news
of Morriss' unethical hustle, also
mentioned an Alumni Board
meeting where there was some
discussion and questions sur-
rounding the issue. According to
this source, board members at the
meeting were thoughtful enough
to draw pause and direct misgiv-
ings about Morriss appointing
himself to a second public office
and tuition money, but in the end
chose to accept the snow job, like
some scary Stanley Milgram ex-
periment.
Christian point of view
onSteinem
Dear Editor,
This letter to the editor is in
reference to the article about
Gloria Steinem published in the
February 10edition ofTheArbiter.
I did not have the opportunity to
see Ms. Steinem speak, but the
article was brought to my atten-
tion during a Monday night BSU
Campus Crusade for Christ Bible
study. It seemed fitting because
the Bible study is an all male class
taking a course called, "TheQuest
for Authentic Manhood," a video
presentation by Dr. Robert Lewis.
I realize with the statement that I
heard about this article in a Bible
study will lead many readers to
the assumption that I am a typi-
cal Christian Ccnservative. In re-
ality I am just a young Christian
trying to educate others on some
of the ideas I have learned myself
in the past few weeks. First of all,-
in regards to the paragraph: "She
said that men are being denied a
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The same thing happened
with Richard Grasso, the former
Chairman and CEO of the New
York Stock Exchange. The dif-
ference is Grasso rearranged the
composition of the NYSEBoard in
his favor through hiring practic-
es, then walked away with around
$190 million in a bloated com-
pensation plan, while "his" board
stood around and watched.
The case of Morriss and a mea-
sly couple thousand dollars might
be worse: Ifone is going to sell out
the students, ASBSU, and Boise
State, they should try to sell out
big (I know Kustra hears me on
this one, yo quiero mas dinero,
verdad?).
The forces that encourage this
culture of ethical disconnect at
Boise State are frightening. Even
when I asked Denker what should
be done to improve or change the
substantial part of their human-
ity because their masculine role
and expectations shun them from
developing qualities and char-
acteristics that society deems
feminine." In contrast our lessons
have taught us that men are be-
ing deconstructed by the forces
of feminism. Men in our culture
are taking on feminine charac-
teristics, and it is these charac-
teristics that lead them away from
their natural position of leader-
ship. I realize that Ms. Steinem
believes that men and women
should have equality in leader-
ship roles in a "perfect society,"
I also realize that her position is
shared by a number of students
and other adults across the whole
country. However, in the same
sense, we must also understand
that the opinion I am sharing now
is also shared with a large por-
tion ofAmerica's society. Another
contradiction between Ms.
Steinem's lecture and "The Quest
for Authentic Manhood" is found
in the paragraph: "According to
0" PHOTOGRRPHY
·Rsst. Photo Editor
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Photogrephsrs
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DFFICE
way lobbyists are approved at the
Alumni Association (meaning:
get a nod from ASBSUSenate), his
response implied nothing - that
the Alumni Association would
probably look to discontinue the
tuition fee waiver for ASBSUlob-
byists altogether.
Instead of seeing this as an op-
portunity to more diligently over-
see where their money is going,
the Alumni Association may use
this scandal to withdraw their fi-
nancial support.
Political maneuvering anyone?
The tens of thousands of dol-
lars the Alumni Association re-
ceives from student fees should
also be withdrawn. While their
faith in ASBSUis diminished and
future lobbyists could be pun-
ished, so should our faith in the
Alumni Association to effectively
govern our fees and appropri-
her, the only two clear statistics
regarding a traditional family
are: a man in the house will most
likely increase income, and a man
in the house increases violence."
The major dispute I have with this
paragraph is the insinuation that
a traditional family household
has vlclence because of a man
being in it. Something I learned
through the Bible study is that
a boy develops into a "real man"
through the relationship with his
father. I in no way condone child
abuse, but in a single parent fam-
ily it only makes the development
of a young man harder - some-
thing I know from personal ex-
perience. Lastly, I would just like
to clarify that I know not every-
one sees things from a Christian
point of view, but Iwill repeat my-
self in saying that not everyone
sees things the way Ms. Steinem
sees things. I am just voicing my,
and many other Christian males',
point of view.
Mat Turcato
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ate funds with discretion and
minimal checks and balances.
With the money students recoup
from discontinuing the Alumni
Association fee, we could hire
a full-time, top-notch, Carmen
Group or Piper Rudnick lobbyist.
Game, set, match ..
Besides, current students
should not be paying into the
Alumni Association; they will do
that later when they graduate.
Alumni should be financially sup-
porting-the current student body.
That is what Alumni do; they give
back to their alma mater. That
.was the winning argument when
I was a senator, anyway.
Impeachment hearings against
Morriss should be swift, and a ref-
erendum concerning the student
fees which support the Alumni
Association should be put on the
March ballot.
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8 p.m. in the Special Events Center.
"Vagina Monologues." Presented by the Boise State Women's Center.
Cost is $5-10 through Select-a-Seat.
Call 426'1494 for more information.
. FRIDRY [2/25]
5 p.m. In front of the Capitol Building, downtown Boise.
Critical Mass Bike Ride through downtown Boise. This event cel-
ebrates bikes as transportation and raises awareness of bikes on road-
ways. For more information, visit www.critical-mass.org.
. TODRY [2/29]
5 -7 p.m. In the Student Union Building .
.Coffee House Concert Series featuring Tammy Car. Slam poet Carr
brings her worl~ of relationships, comedy, love, women, and everyday
hfe through poetry to the Brava Stage. Free admission.
8 p.m. in the Special Events Center
"Vagina Monologues." Presented by the Boise State Women's Center.
Costis $5-10 through Select-a-Seat. Call 426-1494 for more informa-
tion.
" 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. in the Student Union Building
Up All Night In the SUB. Stay up late with the Halo 2 Tournament,
karaoke, Monte Carlo Bowling, speed dating, Mexican Loteria, mid-
night snacks and much more. Admission is free, but some activities
charge for participation.
SRTURDAY (2/26]
8 p.m. in the Special Events Center
"Vagina Monologues." Presented by the Boise State Women's Center.
Cost is $5-10 through Select-a-Seat.
C&1l426-1494 for more information.
SUNDRY [2/21]
7 p.m. in the Special Events Center
Comedian Dat Phan. Tickets are available through Select-a-Seat.
Sponsored by the Vietnamese Student Association (VSA).
MONDRY [2/28]
12 p.m. -1 p.m. on the Student Union Building's Brava Stage.
ASBSU election debates. Meet the candidates and get ready to vote
,- on BroncoWebMarch 9-10.
7:30 p.m, at The Big Easy.
Papa Roach, Skindred and The F-Ups in concert. Tickets are $19.50.
BY TRRUIS ESTUOLD
Culture Columnist
1 was suddenly and unexpect-
edly full of rage last week. While
walking through the SUB, 1 got
cut off and restrained by a gang of
three hall blockers.
Let me quickly define what a
hall blocker is. A hall blocker (or
walk blocker if they manage to
hinder me in the outdoors) is any
one person or member of a group
who insists on getting directly in
front of me, walking slower than
me, and ensuring that Ihave no
path to get around them.
For the moment, it seems Ihave
found .people on campus that I
detest even more than the park-
ing lot poachers that circle around
school lots watching and waiting
for someone, anyone, to approach
a parked vehicle. (I wrote a col-
umn berating them last spring.)
I'm a fast walker, I'll make no
claims to the contrary. If I am on
foot and need to be somewhere, I
may as well get there. Iam slow in
many: phases of my life: in doing
homework, for instance. When I
walk, Ido not dawdle.
Enter the hall blockers. To a fast
walker, there is no bigger frus-
tration than being stuck behind
people who want to take a leisure-
ly stroll across' campus, talldng
about this and that, so-and-so's
hair, weekend plans and the like.
And this is Why Iwas angry .last
week. Busy as lam during each
weekday, Iwanted to. get back to
my workplace, post-haste. And
these three ladles swung out nice
and wide, then fanned out so I
couldn't get by them. One lady
even glanced over her shoulder
at me, as if to say: "Oh look, we've
trapped another one."
Look, let me reason this out. I
don't get much .exercise .. When,
I'm not in class or working, I want
to sit on my butt and stare at mov-
ing pictures on a box in my room.
Disagree with my choice for
health reasons if you like, I don't
care. But get the heck out of my
way. Speedwalking is all I have.
Another thing I've noticed is
that because of the rapidity of
the pace I maintain in traversing
Boise State's grounds, I have a lot
of near-miss collisions with other
pedestrians, and even more often,
with skateboarders. Apparently, I
share this torment with campus
bicyclists. At high speeds, it's too
difficult to make the quick direc-
tional changes required to avoid
smashing into the sheep that are
our fellow collegians.
Solution number one: Everyone
get out of my way. I know this
won't happen, short of me yelling
at everyone on campus, and even
then I doubt its effectiveness.
Nobody likes a yeller. (Except Old
Yeller. He was a crowd favorite
right up until he contracted the
rabies.)
Solution number two: When I
walk, I'm going to pretend I am
r:ot paying attention. My eyes will
wander. Iwill stare at the side-
walk, the sky, the trees; whatever
is around, and not in front of me.
A friend pointed out that if you
pretend you aren't coherent, peo-
ple will avoid you instead of you
having to accomplish the reverse.
So, anyway, I'm tired of you
people blocking me.}'o reclaim
my life and my walking privileg-
es, I'm just going to ignore, and
invariably run into, you. To me,
your blocking is the runner-up for
the worst kind in existence, sec-
ond to cock-blocking.
Hoods' gu!tarist performs Monday night at the Venue, mum BY f\lCHAEL TIIBMI'SONrrHE AnDITER
Hardcore partu for certain few as
Sacramento's Hoods play Uenue
BY DAN MCNEESE
Culture UJrlter
proved worthy of a good review,
Opening strong, the band
thrashed through its set. Powerful
and aggressive, Hoods landed a
sentimental show. The personal
crowd instantly united and dis-
played a mock Kung Fu release
of built up aggression. Like any
mash pit, the more personal. the
higher the quality of mashing.
Dancers and viewers all stood to-
gether like a sub-culture family.
Led by guitarist Mike Hood of
Northern California hardcore
scene fame, Hoods growled their
way to the height of impenetra-
bility. With the intensity of each
song came screeching halts or
lowered tempos to give the cir-
clers time to rest. Hoods gave
Boise a royal rage performance,
fierce and righteous,' to accom-
modate the growing hardcore
scene.
get back from tour."
If the attitude of the band's
originator reflects true hardcore
fashion, then the band's music
emulates the same. Like con-
crete falling uff a high rise, Hoods
pounded a hard set.
Intense to the end, the band
gratuitously thanked The Venue
and was grateful for every show
they'd played on tour.
Not billed as the headliner,
the band was the show's high-
light. Hoods thrashed quickly but
sweetly and left only the entropy
of bad vibes in their wake. Where
some hardcore groups may pro-
mote violence, Hoods uses the
perpetual feeling of their music
as an excuse to release negative
vibes and feel better for doing so.
The audience being on the same
track, a good time was had by all.
Unlike their last performance
in Boise, the show went down
without a fight. Said lead guitar-
ist Mike Hood, "With every show
there is always a chance some
one is gonna get beat up,"
Hailing from the Sacramento
area, Hood has been an avid sup-
porter of the area's scene. A true
believer in DIY ethics, Hood or-
ganized a venue in his hometown
for hardcore and street punk and
steadily promotes local scenes
throughout the nation. Joining
a mid-major label like Victory
Records, Hood admits, "I don't
care to get any bigger than we
are. [Victory] helped us pay for
recording time and that's it."
Wishing the label did more for
the band in the way of touring,
Hood said, "The tour van and
equipment, WE paid for. Some of
us don't have day jobs when we
A fake cancellation didn't
stop over 50 hardcore fans from
attending one of Northern
California's top underground
acts Monday night.
What was more a straight edge
party atmosphere than a concert,
the locals welcomed hard core
thrashers and Victory Record fa-
vorites Hoods back to The Venue.
Always a supporter of any local
scene, Hoods graciously accepted
the invite and played to a group
of close-knit and open-minded
Boiseans. A canceled show in Salt
Lake City over the weekend was
related to an attacked bystand-
er. Through the grapevine, word
was misinterpreted and many
in the area heard the Boise date
was nixed. The show went on and
'Constantine' film a ho-hum 'Exorcist'
Her investigation leads her to
Constantine. Together, they try
to uncover what happened to her
Keanu Reeves returns after his sister, as well as corner what is
"Matrix" movies to take the title happening in the underworld.
role in "Constantine:' a character Director Francis Lawrence has
based from the comic book se- more experience directing music
ries "Hellblazer.' While it has an videos, which might explain why
abundance of flashy but forget- Bush's Gavin Rossdale appears as
table special effects, the film sits the demon half-breed Balthazar,
in neutral most of the time. as well as why there is rarely a
John Constantine has been scene that does not include a spe-
able to see half-breed angels and cial effect. Despite the fact that
demons since he was a teenag- Constantine's character is based
er. In Constantine's world, God on a blond British cartoon, Keanu
and the devil have placed a bet Reeves keeps his hair dark and
for all souls, and they each get has his usual surfer accent.
half-breeds who look human. From .the opening sequence
Constantine amounts to some- with Constantine, where he-ex-
thing of an INS agent for hell, as orcises a young woman tied to a
he "deports" any demons that in- bed (see "The Exorcist"), the film
teract with humans against the never goes anywhere. The death
'rules. Because he smoked his way of Angela's sister is not that mys-
to lung cancer, he has verylittle terious, which only leaves the un-
time left to live and only a small derdeveloped story of the hybrid
hope of gaining salvation for his demons. Even though he only ap-
own soul. pears for a few minutes, thefllm's
Aftert'ne death' of her twin most Interesting' character ,. .is,'·,.
.. sister, . a Los Angeles detective Satan, played in a gorgeous white •
named Angela .'.(Rachel . Weisz) sUitby Peter Stormare. .,k/':,I.,.
investigates what appears to be The makers of "Constan. .
a suicide, but she doubts her sis- appear.to lla"etrled to~' ' .~er1f~apt_ofi'thetop o(apSychi- qulfIbe' tina '
'aUil; ~hospltillj';:~i;:- ,.',.' ".-' - -.
BY ERIC RRVENSCROFT
Culture UJrlter
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·SPB'sComedy Club to. host Open Mic Night
BY THON GRnZONE
Culture Writer .
Michele Larson, Special Events
Coordinator for the Student
Programs Board, makes it sound
like the Open Mic Night on Feb.
28, scheduled for 7:00 p.m. in the
Special Events Center, will be a
refreshing and ecstatic event.
When asked how will this open
mic be different from others,
Larson said that this time per-
formers will be BSUstudents and
local comedians who want to get
their name out. She was emphat-
ic that these comedic performers
were talented and commented,
"It'll be a blast."
Larson explained that there
will be three different events.
First. there's Open Mic Night.
From there. judges will narrow
down the list of entrants to five
finalists. Comedian KyleGrooms
will be featured on the final
night. April 25. Larson added that
the winner of the open mic com-
petition will be the opening act
for the New Generation Comedy
Tour when it arrives on campus.
Larson expects a large turnout
. She said that there will probably
be one to two hundred spectators
on hand for Open Mic Night, and
after that, the numbers will hope-
fully increase. Those who show
up for the event will be given a
coupon for a $5.99 Pizza Pipeline
pizza and a wood token for a dol-
I can relate to this, the alien na-
ture ofmusic. Sitting in myfriend's
Mazda back in high school, he,
even knowing that I stuck to soft
music like Pantera, Ice Cube, and
Suicidal Tendencies, stuck Lynyrd
Skynyrd in the tape deck. I still
remember how strange this ar-
rangement of guitar and Southern
twang sounded in my ears. I hon-
estly had a hard time recognizing
why anyone would listen to such
crap. Tome it wasn't music; it was
noise, arranged in a cadence I
had never heard before. Looking
back, now a big fan of Skynyrd
(still waiting to be received into
the Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame), I
can be happy that musical taste
evolves.
So, music is in the ear of the be-
holder. This can't be denied. The
world is filled with billions who
lar off admission to the Funny Bone. _
Bone Comedy Club. Larson said that there are some .
When asked if she anticipated· extremely talented people slated
this event becoming bigger in the to perform. such as Pat Mac, who
future,Larsonsaidthatshewant· won the .contest last year and
ed it to become an annual one opened for David Spade. .
and expressed that she wanted- Judging from the enthusiasm of
to see the Comedy Club contln- Michele Larson and the extensive
ue and to accomplish bigger and work helping to make Open Mic
better things. Night blossom into an annual
So what is the connection be- - event. there's a clear image that it
tween the Funny Bone Comedy will be entertaining. It will pro-
Club and BSU's Comedy Club vide a source of activity for BSU
event planned for the 28th of students and the community. On
April? Larson said Lisa from the Monday, Feb. 28,you need to be
Funny Bone has been helping one place and that's the Open Mic
promote the' BSU Comedy Club, Night atthe Special Events Center
and there are a lot of performers hosted by the Comedy Club.
set for Open Mic Night who are
regular performers at the Funny
love a mix as diverse as Shakira,
Stevie Wonder, The Beach Boys,
and Radiohead. But there is such
a thing as bad taste. There are
such things as the music indus-
try's capital gain versus the per-
sonal integrity of the music, the _
band, and the listeners. There is
'music defiled and damaged by
too many hands grabbing into the
pot for the quickest flash in the
pan. There is such a thing as one
producer or group of producers
holding all of the power and hav-
ing all of the say so that their style
of music is heard from Milan to
Moscow, Idaho.
There are cookie cutter brands.
I mean bands, sugary and sweet
and all things nice, that have
rolled the dice and struck it rich
while reality and fans dig in the
ditch of the buried treasures hid-
den away that's the real music
that the likes of Bill, then Ted,
dreamed one day to play the mu-
sic to soothe the sway when radio
harked the "hottest jams" while
those playing truth are getting
slammed by sell-out stations that
aim to rule our nation with crap
that we tap from radio dials and
true music is only heard when
people look past deceptive styles.
. In these respects, I promise to
be devoted and as harsh as possi-
ble with my reviews. I have a cer-
tain knowledge, taste, and philos-
ophy that Iwill bring to any and all
reviews. And if you disagree with
my notes, write a letter to the edi-
tor challenging me. Music is less
important than it is portrayed but
more important than we think.
Thank you for your time.
Smoking foes take aim at films
BY GLENN LOVELL·
Knight Ridder Newspapers
Will Ferrell and Hellboy are
"smokin'l"
That's the word from the
American Lung Association's
10th-annual Hackademy Awards,
which has named "Anchorman"
and "Hellboy" the celluloid equiv-
alents of three-pack-a-day chain
smokers. The awards, given to
those films that appeared to pro-
mote or condemn smoking, were
bestowed in a red-carpet spoof of
the Academy Awards.
The Ferrell comedy
"Anchorman" was the thumbs-
down choice of the Hackademy's
50 teen reviewers, while the pyro-
maniacal "Hellboy" was named
the thumbs-down winner (loseri)
ofthe American Lung Assoclation
branch's first online poll at www.
scenesmoking.org.
The teen comedy "Mean Girls,"
meanwhile, collected both
Hackademy and People's Choice
awards for not lighting up and,
therefore, sending a positive mes-
sage to young people.
Bernie Mac was named best
non-smoking role model for his
baseball player in "Mr. 3000," and
Cate Blanchett was lauded for
her Katharine Hepburn in "The
Aviator." Both actors could easily
have used tobacco as a crutch or a
prop, the Hackademypointed out,
because "baseball is notorious for
chewing tobacco" and Hepburn
was known to "smoke on and off
screen."
Jude Law was slammed for his
"smoky performances" in a trio
of movies _ "Closer," "Alfie" and
"The Aviator." And Eva Amurri
received a thumbs-down for her
"Saved!" Goth queen, who "per-
suades a teenage boy to begin
smoking."
"Wewant to do two things with
these awards: Raise the level of
awareness in young people, and
remind . the entertainment in-
dustry that tobacco use in mov-
ies is one of the most powerful
influences there is in terms of
young people making the deci-
sion to start smoking," said Curtis
Mekemson who created the
lung association's Thumbs Up,
Thumps Down project.
The new online poll, he added,
is proving "fun and catchy, and
something kids can participate
in."
Thoughtheywon'tbenamedun-
til later this year, the Sacramento
branch's teen researchers have
- by tabulating individual acts of
tobacco use on screen - come up
with the 10 "smokiest" movies of
last year: "Ray" (more than 200
instances of tobacco use), "Alfie"
(ISO-200 instances); "Monster"
and "Aviator" (more than 100
each); "Closer," "The Ladykillers,"
"Anchorman" (between 100 and
120 each); "Bridget Jones: Edge of
Reason," "Kill Bill 2," "Bellboy"
(between SOand 100each).
Usually a movie makes this list
with 50 or more instances of to-
bacco use, said Mekemson. The
RayCharles biopic, in the running
for best picture and actor (Jamie
Foxx) Oscars, set a record.
"We recognize that it's reflect-
ing the reality of the time," said
Mekemson, "but it's also a PG-13
movie, so a lot ofyoung people are
seeing it."
PHUl1J BYMlCHAEL TIl0MPSON!lHE ARBITER
Justin Terry performed on the Brava! stage In the SUB last Thursday night.
BY TRRVIS ESTUOLO
Culture Editor
Last Thursday, Justin Terry
played like much more than a last-
minute fill-in for the CoffeeHouse
Concert Series. Though the crowd
was small, as usual, he put a lot of
heart into the songs he poured out
from the stage. Days before the
show, he admitted that his singing
was better than his guitar-play-
ing, but a casual bystander at the
show would have never known.
His strumming fluidly mixed
with his vocals, and he sounded
very much like he has been sing-
ing since he was twelve.
Tonight, slam poet Tammy Carr
visits the Brava Stage in the SUB.
RBGworld.com lists her among
the hottest slam poets in the
country. Carr should provide a
nice change of pace from the nor-
mal laid-back musical stylings
that the CoffeeHouse Concert
Series provides,
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. BY JOSEF FIRMRGE
Culture Writer
Instead of turning out another
music review. I thought I'd letmy
readers know a little about where
I'm coming from as a critic. And
as I don't have any readers, you,
who are reading this right now,
will have to do.
First of all, what is music? This
is an age-old question that proba-
bly started even before Beethoven
and Tchaikovsky (perhaps the
most emotional of the classical
composers), but I'll start with
Elvis, the Beatles, and the Rolling
Stones. In the '50s and '60s this
question rang out of the mouths
of countless annoyed and frus-
trated parents who saw their chil-
dren flocking to something com-
pletel)' alien.
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. ASBSU Hall of Fame Awards
The ASBSUStudent Hall of Fame awards are given
annually to graduating students in recognition of
excellence at Boise State University. Alumni who have
graduated prior to August 2004 are also eligible for the
Hall of Fame award for their significant contributions to
the students of BoiseState University.
Outstanding Student Organization Awards
The Outstanding Student Organization Awards were
started in 1986 as a way to recognize exceptional student
organizations. These awards are presented to
organizations that have shown leadership and
involvement in the community and at Boise State
University.
Student Organization Advisor Award
The Student Organization Advisor Award recognizes the
efforts of those individuals who have made it possible for
student organizations to thrive. Organization advisors
provide continuity and strength to the members. Advisor
responsibilities include helping organizations reach their
goals, providing a positive working relationship with club
members and demonstrating exceptional dedication and
service to the organization.
DaTid S. Taylor Service to Students Award
This award honors the lifetime achievements of an
outstanding Boise State University administrator, faculty,
advisor, alumni, or employee who demonstrates ongoing
commitment and dedication to the service of students,
student learning outside the classroom, and to the quality
of student life at Boise State University. Nominees must
have at least five years of service or alumni status to be
eligible. '
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IThe Sensible Environmentalist IOflenslvemarketingmachineGWARbloodiedthe BigEasy last weekend.
GWAR:showmen with
fear f ffend
rials and energy wherever possible.
This is important and not always
obvious. Unlike many extremists,
I'm n 6tnmgproponent of wood use,
providing it comes from sustainably
managed forests.
United Nations data supports
this: forested land is expanding on
continents where people use the
most wood, and shrinking where
people usc less. This also supports
my belief Ihat demand for wood in
the market provides incentive to
plant more trees and lends to
greater forest abundance,
3) Soun d scientific evidence.
Sensible environmnntnl ists nre
sticklers for facts, For example, I
don't believe in blanket opposition
to genetically modified foods.
World populations am growing and
GM foods help us produce more
food on less land - while reducing
the use of chemical pesticides. This
will save us from having to convert
additional forests 10 farmland,
The larg"r erwironmentnl groups
do have members that I consider
sensible. They rvly on scicntiflc evi-
denco and work hard to lind con-
structive solutions ttl mal issues. I
hOIS' these individuals will reclaim
the movement from those whose
prinriti,'s nre political lind have lit-
tle to dn with th~ environment.
Somedny we can all be sensible
envil'Onm('nlll1isls.
Dr. Po/riel; Mool'<' 1/11" hl'<,11 a
/t.·adt'r of the t'lll'J'rml1lu"linl mOl'C-
ml'lll (01' morc Ihall 30 FnrR, A co·
till/nd"I' of Grel'lll'm('(', he hotd" 0
PhD ill ''''ology alld II lJSe ill {or-
eNt biology, Qu('stilJ/ls ('(Ill 1>eS('llr
10 Pall'il'h@SellsihlrEnriroll/ll('1I
talist.tom.
(NAPSl-DEAU OU.MOOUE:
What does it take to be a
"sensible" environmentalist?
Ibegan calling myself a sensible
environmentalist because I saw the
environmental move-
ment becoming too
extrema - falling
preyto misguided
priorities and refus-
ing to evolve beyond
confrontation,
When I helped 00-
-..;;;,;;;;;.::,,- found Grcenpeuce,
our goal wus to raise alarm, People
were causing harm to this planet
and giving little thought to the envi-
ronment, As the first activlsts, we
used confrontation to make people
notice.
Although there are still impor-
tant issues, environmental protec-
tion is now fully entrenched in
North Americun luw, Envlronmen-
tnlists are consulted und asked to
help shape policy - lind that's
good. But one mark of a scnslble
environmentalist is a willingness
to stop shouting at the gates and
come inside, so we can work on
solutions together,
'Ib me, sensible environmontul-
ists lire guided by:
1) Sll"t{JillOh/~ derr!ol'/IICllt -
which, simply put, menns balanc-
ing environmental prat,-ction with
the social and economic Il(,t'd~ of
humnns. Six billion peopll' live on
this planet. Any agendll that does-
n't account for this reulity is
impl'l1clical.
2) RCllcll'IIbility. S(,llsibl" l'l1vi-
romnl'lltalists use rencwable male-
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BY DAN MCNEESE
Culture Writer
With the concert hall at full
mass, the show started with a
crowded stage. All the GWARreg-
ulars sported their odd costumes
in rock star fashion. Oderus,
Sexicutioner, Ilzmark and the
gang threw down a hard thrash-
ing tune to the delight of 500 in-
toxicated headbangers, After
which, a semi-robotic, latex dum-
my of the California Governor
was brought out.
Responding to front man
Oderus Urangus' question, "What
do you liket,' the dummy said, "I
like sticking my fingas in da wom-
an:' The crowd went wild and the
tone for the night was set.
A battle between Sexicutioner
and the Governor ensued. Arnold
was defaced and debreasted,
spraying an endless stream of
fake blood on the crowd.
The next song showcased a pa-
pier-mfiche caricature of Michael
Jackson. Also defaced, he spewed
blood on the crowd as well. The
crowd roared as they engaged in
good old-fashioned headbanging.
While raping the intestines of
a girl they slashed in half, Flattus
Maximus continued his lead
guitar without missing a beat.
Fake blood was also shot into the
crowd.
Asking how the war on drugs
and terror were going, Oderus
endorsed drugs, then Osama bin
Laden came on stage to battle the
. band, Humping an atomic bomb,
Bin Laden was decapitated and
smothered in a soiled and blood
soaked US flag, The crowd went
nuts and more blood came forth.
As the crowd was on the verge
of hysteria, a lone audience mem-
ber scaled the light trusses, disre-
garding security's wishes, Instead
of stopping the show, GWAR
played on with the lights out, as
production had to cut stage-right
power to insure the nomadic
crowd member wasn't electrocut-
ed, The crowd cheered as chaos
unfolded.
While security attempted to
resolve the issue, President Bush
was rolled out to be dismembered,
beheaded and spray blood across
the blood soaked mosh-pit.
With the power back on, GWAR
didn't miss a stride. When it
seemed the set couldn't be more
controversial, Lacy Peterson's
corpse staggered on stage. With
a decaying fat;ade, Sexicutloner
performed an abortion with his
novelty axe. Holding the unborn
child toward the crowd, puss
and vomit leaped from the fetus'
orifices. Lacy was then dismem-
bered. Again, fake blood sprayed
on the audience.
Along with some of their arch-
enemies (whowere dismembered
then shot blood), GWARragged
through an act that was unique
to the hilt and thorough in show-
manship, Regardless of how sen-
sitive or easily offended you are
there is no arguing that GWAR
waged a great show.
The band claims to be from
another planet, but they actually
formed it, Richmond, Virginia,
Starting a marketing experi-
ment at Virginia Commonwealth
University, GWAR has ended
up a well-marketed success,
Controversy is their greatest ploy,
no matter how cheesy it is, .
Youdon't have to like them, you
don't have to agree with them, but
when the apocalypse happens,
they'll have something to do with
it.
To recap GWAR's perfor-
mance at the Big Easy,it wasn't
so much what happened as what
didn't happen. As in, GWAR
covered everything' from the
foul dismemberment of Arnold
Schwarzenegger to the anti-pa-
triotic foul dismemberment of
George W. Bush. Every line was
crossed in the sense oftaste, The
crowd got a taste of the ever-en-
joyable GWAR blood/puss that
was liberally shot to the sea of die-
hard GWARheads. And the elabo-
rate latex get-ups proved worthy
of their comic demonic demean-
or. Mixed in with hard crashing
metal, the entertainment value of
GWAR'sset surpassed that of any
Spinal Tap concert.
Known more for their outra-
geous get-ups and theatrics than
their music, GWARhas been a cult
favorite since the early '90s. An
acronym for God What an Awful
Racket, their excess morbidity
has been their strong point. Like
Gorge Carlin, they have an ever-
changing act to reflect the times
and one-up whatever censor there
may be. Last Saturday at the Big
Easy was no exception, as GWAR
produced quality entertainment.
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Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Fu//-Time Students !I!
-TV's 'Bachelorette' only
cultivates the princess fantasy
* Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
* Student loan Repayment Program
For More Information 'contact:
TSGT. Kristine Witte
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909
pretty woman, Who wouldn't like
that kind of attention?
Unfortunately, it doesn't work,
and this season's bachelorette,
Jen Schefft, is all the proof I re-
quire. For those who may not re-
call, Jen was a contestant on the
first episode of "The Bachelor"
(same thing as "The Bachelorette"
except replace the pretty woman
with a rich doofus and exchange
the 25 hunks for pInUp girls).
But Jen was not only a contes-
tant, she was the victor, She out-
witted, outplayed and outlasted
her opponents to win the heart of
bachelor Andrew Firestone.
He proposed.
She accepted,
They lived happily ever after, ,
, until they broke up before they
ever made it to the altar, that is.
Having already proved to the
world that a romance sparked in
a cattle show does not translate
well into real life, Jen decided to
try again. This time she's not the
suitor - she's the suited. As the
pursued malden in this love sto-
ry, Jen is forced to endure such
hardships as dates on helicopters, _
champagne atop the Empire State
Building, private jazz shows and
even a joy ride around the city in
the back of a fire truck.
In accordance with their ge-
netic ties to fairy tales, women
everywhere ask their boyfriends
or husbands why their courtships
did 1I0tinclude such amenities as
yacht cruises and private concerts
byVanessa Williams, .
Mostly,we will "aw shucks" that
comment away, but, in fact, we
want to say that if a major televi-
sion network ever decides to start
picking up the tab: the quality of
dates will dramatically improve.
The thing is, none of these men
stands a chance in the long run,
Relationships built on the foun-
dation of mass entertainment are
fraught with peril. _
After the show is over, the cou-
ple, once fueled by high-octane
romance, will find that life is
more about trips to the grocery
store than to the spa,
Unfortunately for Schefft and
her network television-anointed
boyfriend, the whole world is go-
ing to be watching to see how long
these two lab rats stay together,
The good news is that whenever
they split, ABCis unl!kely to prop
her up with another prime-time
fiasco. More likely, she will have
to meet her prince the old-fash-
ioned way - her mom will fix her
up.
BY ERIC EDWARDS
The Orlendo Sentinel
Cinderella set a bad example
for women. The fantasy of being
swept from the shadows into the
arms of a handsome prince gives
women the idea that the main oc-
cupations of a man are to be end-
lessly charming and to live in a
castle.
Actually, the castle is our sav-
ing grace. Even little girls growing
up on the romantic fantasy real-
ize there aren't too many princely
castles in the suburbs. On a per-
sonal level, they can't relate to
Cinderella. Although women still
want to be swept off their feet, the
man doing the sweeping is likely
to be behind the wheel of a Honda
Accord and not atop a white stal-
lion,
ABC's "The Bachelorette," on
the other hand, provides today's
women with a very real version of
a princess fantasy.
For men, it is the most danger-
ous show on television.
The show's concept -is simple:
One pretty woman is chased by
25 hunks, winnowing them down
over a course of weeks until she
ends up with Mr. Perfect.
Sounds great if you are that
Career Planning.
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
InteNiew Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance
,
Call: (2 8) 426-1747 -or- http://career.
746 W. MainSt. - 388-1900
.WE DELIVERI
Don't surrender
to HUNGERm
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITAm
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1. ASBSUElection Board - 2 openings
2. ASBSUFee Proposal Committee - Several-openings
3. ASBSUFinancial Manager
4. BSUBookstore Advisory Committee - 3 openings
S. BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee - 1 opening
6. BSUFood Services Advisory Committee - Several openings
7. BSUNon-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee -1 opening
8. BSUParking Citations Appeals Review Board - 1 opening
9. BSUPublications Board - S openings
10. BSURecreation Center Board of Governors - 3 openings
11. BSU'Student Vnlon Board of Governors - 2 ope'nings
-12. BSUUniversity Accessibility Committee· Several openings
13. Cultural Center Advisory Board· 1 opening
14. Senator for College of Applied Technology
1S. Senator for College of Health Sciences
16. Senator for Graduate College
17. Women's Center Advisory Center - 1 ?pening
For more Infonnatlon, please contact Personnel Recruitment Coordinator Joyce Ward at 426-1147.
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BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
of our throwers," Maynard said.
Another individual that can
score big poinis for Boise State
this weekend is Antonie Echols.
The junior is second in the con-
ference in the 60, 200 and 400-
meter events. Just ahead of him
in all three events is Daniel Ward
fromUTEP.
The Miners men's team holds
the top performances in 11events
so far this season. Another Bronco
athlete that that has sights set on
three different events is Roger
White - and he also has another
Miner standing in his way. White
is second in the high jump and
third in the triple jump, while
holding on to the seventh best
performance in the triple jump,
but Mickael Hanany has the best
performances in all three events.
But, as any good coach will ex-
plain, the conference champion-
ships is about the team, and the
previous six weeks of the season
was for the athletes to try and ob-
tain their best for NCAAqualifi-
cations, and Maynard does the
same.
"Conference is a team event.
What we try to do is line up indi-
viduals in a place they can help
the lea in win," Maynard said.
The quest for the women's title
is between three teams. La Tech,
Rice and UTEP all have top qual-
ity performers.
The Boise State women's team
doesn't likely have a chance to
compete for the title, but there are
three athletes that have chances
to place well for the Broncos.
Sprinter Jackieann Morain has
the fourth best time in the 400,
but Maynard expressed that the
coaches have put out a challenge
to her to do even better, because
she has the raw talent to compete
for the title. It will be a tough bat-
tle because Nina Gilbert and her
NCAAautomatic qualifying time
of 53.67 seconds is the 21" best in
the nation.
Distance runner RobinWemple
has a good chance to. place in
the mile and 3,000, and fresh-
man Alina Schmipf is tied with
Melinda Owen from Idaho for
the best performance in the pole
vault this season.
Boise State hosts WAC Indoor championships
The Boise State men's and
women's indoor track and field
teams began their conference
championship quest yesterday
at Jackson's Track in the Idaho
Sports Center in Nampa.
The men's squad are the defend-
ing Western Athletic Conference
Champicns and have a solid shot
to repeat this season.
The main obstacle .standing
in the way for the Broncos is the
UTEPmen's team.
"If both teams compete to
the level that they can compete,
it could come down to the last
events," BSU head coach Mike
Maynard said. "We've decided we
need to be ahead of UTEP after
the 3,000 meters to have an op-
portunity to win."
The four-day day event began
last night with men's heptathlon
starting at 5 p.m.
Despite returning only one stu-
dent-athlete from last season's
championship team who defends
an individual title, the Broncos
have a handful of performers on
the men's team that can keep
them in the running.
Junior long-distance runner
Forest Braden is the defending
champion in the mile run and
is currently fifth in the confer-
ence coming into this weekend.
Braden also has a chance at the
title in the 3,000meters and 5,000
.meters. Braden has the top time
in the 3,000 and is third in the
5,000.
Some naysayers have called
Boise State a throwers' school, but
in actuality, the men's distance
runners are competing well also.
"Our distance team is hot,"
Maynard said.
There is a very good chance that
the Broncos can come away with
the top four places in themen's35-
pound weight throw. Currently,
the Broncos have the top three
performances, and Keith Lloyd
has the sixth best throw. Mattias
Jons and Colin Post have NCAA
provisional throw for further
competition, and Eric Matthias is
third in the WAC.
"I take great pride in the quality PHaro BY STANLEY BREWSTER rolE ARDiTEITheBoiseStalemen'sandwomen'sindoortrackand !leldlearnsare hosllngtheWAC championshipthisweekendat Jackson'sTrackInNampa.
B U wrestlers off to defend PAC-IOCrown
Two days from now, starting
bright and early Sunday morning,
the Bronco wrestling team will
take the mat in San Luis Obispo,
CA, to defend their Pacific 10
Conference title. The Broncos
closed out the regular season al-
most two weeks ago with a 33-6
victory over Portland State to fin-
ish 9-7 overall in dual matches
and 3-3 in conference action.
Last year, the Broncos closed
out the season on an eight match
winning streak before entering
the Pac-IO tourney in Arizona.
. Boise State had three wrestlers
take home an individual title,
one take second, and another
place fifth. At 133-pounds, Scott
Jorgensen will be defending his
individual title as he went into
last year's conference tourna-
ment unseeded and came away
as champion. Jorgensen finished
this season with an overall re-
cord 25-6, after both opponents
forfeited on the final weekend of
matches. The junior from Eagle is
PHaro BY SI'ANI.EY BREWSTER !THE ARBm:R also ranked 12thnationally by the
DefendingPAC10conferencechamp!o'llsBoiseStatedefendtheirwrest!lngllllethisweekendIn SouthernCalifornia.
BY JEREMY RRSMUSSEN
Sports I:lrlter
NWCA/Intermat Coaches Poll.
Junior Ben Cherrington is the
other Bronco with previous con-
ference tournament experience.
Cherrington went into last year's
tourney with the second seed
and finished fifth. He was one of
11 wildcard qualifiers to qualify
for the NCAA tournament. The
Granby, Colo., native finished
with the best individual record
among the Broncos, closing out
the season at 28-6. Intermat has
Cherrington ranked 8'h in the na-
tion at 149pounds.
True freshman Andrew
Hochstrasser has been a solid ad-
dition to this year's team. He ran
into difficulty making weight here
and there, but he found himself
ranked in the top 10nationally for
most of the season. Hochstrasser
is currently ranked sixth in the
125-pound weight class. He fin-
ished the season 24-5 overall this
season.
Heavyweight Eric Smith is an-
other Bronco hoping to make
an impact in the tournament
Sunday. Smith is a sophomore
from Boise who is ranked just
fnsidelntermat's top 20 at-is. He
split his final two matches as the
season closed and finished with a
27-8 individual record.
The Broncos have won the Pac-
10 tournament three of the last
.five years including last year.
Bronco head coach Greg Randall
has done a phenomenal job in the
short period of time he has been
with the team. This is Randall's
third season as head coach, and in
his first season, he led the team to
a second place finish in the con-
, ference tournament and followed
it up with a 12thplace finish at the
NCAAtournament. Last year, he
added a Pac-Itl Championship
with a very young team. Randall
is now 29-13 combined in dual
matches in his three seasons at
BSU.
With a solid group of guys
heading into the tournament, and
at least four legitimate shots at
top five finishes, the Broncos are
set to take their shot at a repeat,
Arizona State, currently ranked
20th,is the favorite to take the title
from the Broncos, but we'll see
what unfolds when the tourna-
ment gets underway Sunday and
continues through Monday.
Track and field
Wed-Sat, WACChampionships
Jackson's Track, Nampa
Men's hoops
Fri VS. SMU,7:30p.m.
Sun vs. La Tech, 2 p.m,
'Men's tennis
Sun vs. Denver, All Day
Boas Indoors, Boise
Gymnastics
Fri @Utah State, 7 p.m,
Sat@ BYU,7 p.m.
. Wrestling
Sun-Men, PAC10Champfonship
San Luis Obispo, Ca.
-
Women's tennis
Sat VS. Denver, 1:30p.m.
Boas Indoors, Boise
Skiing
Fri-Sat Montana State Colleiiate
Bozeman, Mt.
Women's hoops
Thurs @SMU,8 p.m.
Sat @LaTech, 7:30p.m. '
J
BY TRE\1DR HORN
Sports Editor
A good run in college basketball
is better than no run at all. That
being said, this weekend may be
the best time for the Boise State
men's basketball team.
Coming off their first road vic-
tory of the season Monday night
over San Jose State gives them a
two-game winning streak for just
the third time this season, and a
little momentum for the final two
home games of the season.
The Broncos (12-15 overall, 5-10
WesternAthletic Conference) took
at four-point lead into the halfver-
sus the Spartans en route to a 72-
69 victory. Jermaine Blackburn
scored eight ofhls 16points in the
final four minutes to overcome a
late rally by the Spartans to give
Boise State just their second road
victory this season. The Broncos
defeated Idaho on Dec. 4.
Jason Ellis came out of a recent
scoring funk to lead all scorers
with 18 points on 6-9 shooting
and a perfect 6-6 from the foul
line. Eric Lane added 12 points.
Tomorrow night the Broncos
wiII host Southern Methodist
University (l2-11, 7-7WAC) at7:30
p.m. in the Taco Bell Arena. The
Mustangs have won three straight
conference games, but they have
all been at home. The lost to
Toledo last Saturday in a non-
conference Bracket Buster game.
SMU has dropped three straight
on the road.
The Mustangs are led by Bryan
Hopkins who is sixth in the con-
ference in scoring with 17.6points
per game. The junior from Dallas,
Tx., leads the WAC in steals (2.45
per game) and three-pointers
made (2.6 per game).
SMU has three big men that can
score and rebound. Eric Castro is
averaging 14.6 points and 7.5 re-
bounds per game. PatrickSimpson
and Devon Pearson both average
over 10 points and six boards per
contest for the Mustangs this sea-
son.
The Broncos' odd schedule
will continue Sunday afternoon
versus La Tech (13-11, 8-6 WAC).
Due to a road game at Hawaii
last Wednesday and the Bracket
Buster game last Saturday,
Sunday's game will be the fifth in
12 days for Boise State. Since the
Broncos had to play at San Jose
on Monday, this weekend's games
PIlIffiJ BY stANLEY BIiEWSlER mlE AIIDITER
Senior Jason Ellis will be playing his final regular season home game as a Bronco Sunday afternoon.
were switched to' friday-Sunday
to give the Broncos a little rest
time.
Senior Day will send off three
Broncos prior to the 2 p.m. tipoff.
Franco Harris is averaging 9.1
points per game as a long-range
threat for the Broncos, and a
great addition off the bench and
as a part-time starter this season.
Preseason second team All-WAC
honoree Iermaine Blackburn
leads the team in scoring this
season with 15.1. Blackburn be-
came the 26th Bronco to score
400 points or more in a season. He
now has 408.
The biggest send-off will be for
Jason Ellis. The lone senior this
season, who played his entire ca-
reer for the Broncos, is the pro-
gram's all-time leading rebound-
er, and became the first Bronco
to record 900 points and 800 re-
bounds in a career.
Super sophomore Paul Millsap
leads the Bulldogs. Millsap aver-
ages 19.7 points per game, and
leads the conference with 11.8 re-
bounds per game.
It shouldn't be hard for the
Broncos to remember what hap-
pened in Ruston the last time
these two teams met. La Tech em-
barrassed the Broncos 93-60.
The Broncos are currently
eighth in the conference, sitting
two and a half games behind SMU
for the all-important sixth spot in
the conference. The top six teams
get an automatic bye, and the bot ..
tom four teams have to playa bye-
in game to advance.
heese...
delicious meatis, letitiuce,
pickles. tiomatio and chips.
Over 30 sal:iisfying
'..Sandwiches and salads
for lunch, dinner, picnics
and parl:iies.
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Boise State men's and women's
tennis to host Denver Saturday
nation. At the indoor nationals
in Chicago, Boise State set prec-
edent as the team that scared
the top ranked and champions
Baylor. The Broncos nabbed the
doubles points and gave Baylor a
challenge they were not expect-
ing. The Broncos lost the match
6-1 and along with the doubles
point, the Broncos took all four
singles matches to three sets.
Giving Baylor a scare was an
accomplishment in itself. Baylor
has now won their last 31 match-
es, and the Broncos shook them
up in the first round. The Broncos
were guaranteed three matches
last weekend against three of the
top 15 teams in the nation. In a
consolation quarterfinal match,
the Broncos lost 4-2 to number 11
LSU. To finish out the weekend,
the Broncos lost to 12th ranked
Kentucky 4-0.
The Broncos are ranked 44th in
the nation and are sitting at 10-
4 on the season. Freshman Luke
Shields is ranked 41" in the nation
with a singles record of 15-6 and
a doubles record of 20-5. Thomas
. Schoeck is ranked 90th in the na-
tion with a singles record of 15-5
and a doubles record of 21-5. Yet
another nationally ranked Bronco
is Matias Silva, who is ranked 55th
in the nation with his singles re-
cord of 14-6 and doubles record of
11-5.
The men take on Denver at
1:30 p.m. Saturday, coming af-
ter the women. Denver's men are
ranked 71" in the nation and are
6-2 overall. They are heading into
this match off a tough 4-0 loss to
UN LV.The Pioneers surrendered
the doubles point early against
UNLV, which ultimately led to
their loss.
The Broncos arc fierce in dou-
bles and focus on snatching the
doubles point swiftly in any
match.
Look for double the tennis all
day Saturday at the Indoor Boas
Tennis Center.
BY AMBER FUGEA
Sports Writer
'After a few days of. rest, the
Boise State men's and women's
tennis teams will host a double
header against the University
of Denver Saturday at the Boas.
Tennis Center. Beginning at 10
a.m., the Lady Broncos take the
court to serve up against the 45th
ranked Denver Pioneers.
The Broncos recently suffered
a 6-1 loss to the 22"<1ranked BYU
Cougars and have an overall sea-
son record of 3-2. Junior Anna
Curtolo earned Boise State's only
point at the number six singles
spot. Curtolo's current singles re-
cord.is 8-5. Yanik Dullens leads
Denver this season. Dullens is
ranked 98th in the nation. The
Pioneers are coming off of a 7-
o sweep of the University of
Cincinnati and are 4-2 overall.
The Bronco men return this
week to regular season play after
a grueling weekend competing
with the best of the best in the
I
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Positions Available:
{ Director {application deadline - March 4) }
Application deadlines for all the positions below - April 1:
{ Assistant Director}
{ Environmental & Animal Issues Coordinator}
{Hunger & Homelessness Issues Coordinator}
{Youth & Education Issues Coordinator}
{ Healthcare Issues Coordinator}
{Volunteer Recruitment Coordinator}
{ Marketing/Graphic Designer}
{Web Intern }
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I hatleml£5~ed his"ride
Corder returns t08015e after defeat toa 'Contender;
'BY MIKE ROCHE
SpDrts writer
this is it this time:' Corder's train-
er and manager Moe Smith told
the Coeur d'Alene Press after the
fight.
But Smith and his fighter - now
32 - are making a return trip to
Boise in attempt at a boxing re-
bound of sorts. Brinkley is catch-
ing his own ride to prime time
television.
On March 7, the name Jesse
Brinkley will become as house-
hold as Boise's own Troy McClain
as a contestant on NBC's new re-
ality show "The Contender."
The Reno fighter was chosen
alongwith 15other middleweights
around the country to compete
for a "Rocky" style chance of a
lifetime and- (in producer Mark
Burnnet style) $1, million. The
much anticipated show, hosted
by Sylvester Stallone and former
six-time champion Sugar Ray
Leonard, will follow the bolter's
Jives in and out of the ring. It's an
opportunlty that has never before
been offered to up-and-coming
fighters. The finale will be a na-
tionally televised fight at Caesar's
Palace in Las Vegas on May 24 for
the $1 million purse - or in other
words, the big time.
Brinkley is the show's obvious
If "The Warrior" plans on re-
. turning like promotions claim,
someOne should have .called
Jesse Bririkley, not Ron Martinez.
Cleveland'Corder (30-3,16KOs)re-
visits the Bank ofAmerica Centre
tomorrownlght to fight Martinez
(27-6, 11KOs)and seeks redemp-
tion after suffering his third ca-
reer loss to Brinkley, which could
have been more damaging than
previously believed.
Corder's first meeting with
Brinkley (23-1, 16 KOs) resulted
In a disappointing first round
KO, but the rematch last March
provided a lengthier duel. At the
Coeur d'Alene Casino, Corder had
Brinkley dazed in the fight, but a
ninth round rally sent the Kuna
native down again.
"Cleveland fought a great fight,
but he's 31 years old and I think
:1
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frontrunner with the highest pro-
fessional ranking. Make no mis-
take about it, he is a legitimate
contender with or without NBC.
Corder himself boasts a bigger re-
sume than some on the show, but
Burnnet's usual need for diverse
ages, experience, and stories
probably left him out.
Considering the diverg-
ing paths of these two middle-
weights, a third shot at salvation
for a No. 65 ranked Corder with a
No. 18ranked Brinkley seems un-
likely. Depending on Brinkley's
success in the competition when
it airs, Corder's name will simply
not satisfy Brinkley's promoters.
They'll be looking to cash in on
fight cards with higher rankings,
bigger draws, and fatter purses.
This must leave Corder wonder-
ing what could have been.
Cleveland Corder is no strang-
er to Hollywood, either. In 1999
he worked as Antonio Banderas'
boxing double in the movie "Play
it to the Bone." The story followed
two long-shot welterweights driv-
ing to Las Vegas to fight the un-
dercard for a Mike Tyson bout.
But now, Brinkley will live out
the story Corder could only play
on screen.
A second chance for Corder is
still a possibility with a 30-3 re-
cord, given the right venues and
opponents. This could explain his
return to the larger Boise market
for the Martinez fight. Corder has
always pledged his love for his
hometown, but flghtlocatlons tell
a different story, In his last 11con-
tests, only three have been housed
at the Bank of America Centre.
'The rest were held in Worley, !D,
including his two with Brinkley,
Gaining a win streak in Boise will
improve his attractiveness to oth-
er promoters and play in his favor
for larger fights to come.
I[ any chance still exists for
Corder to breach the top 20
rankings, he better find another
Brinkley to fight - and put away,
fast. Time is not on the side of the
32-year-old. Tomorrow night will
be Corder's chance tomake a pow-
erful statement and then, maybe,
"The Return of the Warrior" will
be as advertised.
PHaro BY STANLEY DAEWSTER IlHE ARDITEA
The Boise State gymnastics leam will be In Utah this weekend for back-to-hack events.lomorrow and Saturday,
Broncos head to Utah for double-meet weekend
the all-around against Utah, the
Broncos are up for the challenge
and ready to score big.
Lindsay Ward and Lindsey
Thomas have been dominating
the all-around with Chambers.
Ward took third against Utah last
week and looks to make a strong
showing tomorrow night. Thomas
scored a season high .39,25 in
Cedar City, marking her second
all-around title of the season.
Beam and bars continue to
create problems for the Broncos,
but with continual practice the
Broncos hope to conquer the
gravity storms they have endured
this season, The Broncos will
have to step it up and give solid
performances on beam and bars
to take out the 32"'1ranked Utah
State Aggies.
BY AMBER FUGEA
Sports lllrtter
The Aggies Jackie Fogli "sealed
the deal" against the Broncos and
will strive to do it again. The key is
to stay mentally focused and not
pay attention to what the other
team is doing.
BYU recently lost to Southern
Utah, despite scoring some of
their highest scores of the season.
Marie-Helene Claveau claimed
the top spot on vault with a
9.925, The Cougars struggled on
bars counting three falls against
Southern Utah. This could help
the Broncos if they remain poised
and perform aggressively in the
event.
Traveling can be tiresome, but
the Broncos arc confident in their
ability to get the job done.
The Boise State gymnastics
team has overcome a slump on
a scoring high, The 40'1. ranked
Boise State Broncos recorded
their highest score of the season,
a 194.55, two weeks ago in Cedar
City. Last Friday the Broncos fell
short of a win against Utah State
but still managed to score big
with a 193.4.
Now the Broncos will com-
pete in a rematch against Utah in
Provo tomorrow night. Then the
Broncos head to Brigham Young
University to challenge the 11';'
ranked Cougars, Led by senior
Carla Chambers, who scored a
season .high 39.15 to take first in
Check out the monthly
~~L~
Groups of three or
pierdng spedals, thIs more will get discounts
month iJ navel on piercings (not
pierclngs for $}O Induding sale items).
All New Moon plerclngs Include We have designs for the new.
the jewelry and aftercare package with tattoo, and we can create
instructions. We stand by our piercings, from pictures you bring in.
and offer free follow up service.
NewMoon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 315-1666
"Perforating the Populous of Idaho"
Women's basketball hits the road
for last away games of season
riod last month. In contrast, SMU
seems to lose its defensive drive
in the second half, allowing more
points to their opponents.
In the Broncos' previous game
against SMU, Mustang Katie
Gross was the top-scoring op-
ponent, while Cassidy Blaine led
the Broncos with 17points. Gross
and SMU leading scorer Janielle
Dodds (14.7points per game aver;
age) are the two players to watch
in tonight's game.
As the top ranked team in the
WAC, La Tech boasts a perfect
record for conference games at
home. Until this season, Rice
was the only WAC team to beat
La Tech. Now, Hawaii and Boise
State share this recognition.
The last time BSU battled the
Techsters, La Tech led in re-
bounds while the Broncos led
in three-point shots. Also, Boise
State showed their second half
ability by nearly doubling their
first half points, while holding La
Tech to fewer points in the second
period.
The Lady Techsters boast three
players with average points per
game in the double digits, led by
junior guard Tasha Crain with an
18.4 average. Bronco freshman
PHiJ10 DYSTANu:Y DHf:W!,iEA mlE ARBITEA
The Lady Broncos head out on the road this weekend for the !lnal Ume before the
WACTournament.
guard Tasha Harris leads BSU
with 11.5 points per game. Boise
State has three players with av-
erage points per game In double
digits. Harris and the Broncos
look to break away with a 2-0 re-
cord against LaTech.
After the pair of away games,
the Broncos will host UTEP for
their last game of the season on
March 3.
Women's Lacrosse gets national attention
BY JENNIFER WRLLRCE
Spactal ~o The Arbiter
Boise State University women's
lacrosse team has caught the at-
tention of Michigan head coach
and Intercollegiate Association
Council member Mary Ann
Meltzer, who selected Boise State
for the Intercollegiate Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association
Mentor Program (IWLCA).Of the
154Women's Lacrosse Club pro-
grams nationwide, there were
only three teams selected. Boise
State was the first, followed by
Oklahoma State and Portland
State.
The Boise State women's la-
crosse team is a club team, which
means they represent BSU,but are
not recognized as a varsity sport.
The IWLCA Mentor Program is
designed to promote lacrosse
and increase the level of club
play to a varsity level. Brandon
Badgley, the head coach of Saint
Mary's College of California,
a NCAA Division I program, is
of the Intercollegiate Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association.
Coach Badgley states the IWLCA
has three main goals: "To elimi-
nate the thought that lacrosse is
only played on the east coast, to
create a formal program that will
assist' college club programs in
getting better, and to assist con-
verting successful club programs
into NCAADivision I programs."
The current Division I programs
west of the Mississippi River are
University of California-Davis,
University of California-Berkley,
Stanford, St. Mary's, Denver
University, and newly-added
University of Oregon. Other pro-
grams that have made inquiries
about the Division I possibility arc
University of Arizona, University
ofWashington, and Pepperdine.
Bucknell University head coach
Jess Spadafora has been selected
as the Division I Mentor Coach
to Boise State. Coach Spadafora
will assist the Bronco coach-
ing staff and players with plays,
coaching strategies, drills, and
technical help. At least one visit
is scheduled to take place in the
fall of 2005 to help with offense
and defense, but both coaching
staffs will interact throughout the
entire 2006 season. Boise State
women's lacrosse head coach
Ienna Ravenscraft states, "It is a
great opportunity for our Boise
State University women's lacrosse
program. Not only that, the en-
tire Treasure Valley will benefit.
Our team will be able to share
with other teams from the valley
our experience and knowledge
from working so closely with the
Bucknell coaching staff."
The women's lacrosse team at
Boise State was formed six years
ago. Over the years, the team has
grown from six women to a team
of 23 dedicated players. Hannah
Stauts, a senior and club presi-
dent, has been involved with the
Boise State women's lacrosse pro-
gram since her first year at the
university. Stauts, who is also the
goalie, says, "This nomination is
an incredible achievement for our
team. Being recognized nation-
ally from a league we have only
been a part of for one year shows
how successful our team has been
on and off the field. Now is the
time for Boise State to give us the
same type of recognition."
Currently in the Treasure
Valley,lacrosse is the fastest grow-
ing sport. More and more high
schools and junior high schools
are adding lacrosse to their sports
programs. High school players
are looking to enroll in colleges
and universities that have varsity
lacrosse programs to continue
their involvement in the sport.
According to the Idaho Lacrosse
Association (ILA), top local tal-
ent is already looking at out-of-
state programs. Upwards of 500
high school girls play lacrosse in
the valley alone. The ILA claims
the number will double within
the next three years, primarily
because a girl's youth program is
.now in place. Senior Captain Kat
Cottrell states, "If!had lacrosse in
high school, I probably would be
elsewhere; probably out East or at
UC-Davis. But, I am sure glad to
be part of this new awesome tra-
dition at Boise State. This is awe-
some for women's athletics."
----- ~~-------~F~E~B.-2~"I~2~O~O....::5~
BY JE T'RII4E DRUIS .
Sports Writer
After splitting last weekend's
games at home, Boise State travels
to Dallas, Texas, and Ruston, La.,
for a-weekend with the Western
Athletic Conference number one
and three teams. The trip marks
their seventh and last stretch of
away games for the season. The
Lady Broncos strive to improve
their 0-7 conference record for
away games tonight as they take
on SMU, and Saturday against La
Tech.
Southern Methodist currently
embraces a winning season for
both conference and non-confer-
ence games. Their only losses of
over 10points came against non-
conference TCU and against the
top ranked team in the WAC,La
Tech. When given second chanc-
es against Nevada and Hawaii,
the Mustangs turned the losses
into wins.
In the last match against BSU,
Southern Methodist won by six
points. To offset the home court
advantage, the Broncos gain con-
fidence from their second half
team, proven when theyoutscored
the Mustangs in the second pe-
University. Boise State's 2005
home opener at Bronco Stadium
is Sept. 17against Bowling Green
University of the Mid-American
Conference.
Boise State opens defense of
its WAC Championship on Oct.
1 at the University of Hawaii.
Boise State hosts Portland State
University on Oct. 8 before play-
ing its first home conference
game on Oct. 15 against San Jose
OPPONENT
[Saturday]
[Saturday]
[Saturday]
[Saturday] *
[Saturday]
[Saturday] *
[Saturday] *
[Saturday] *
[Saturday] *
[Saturday] *
[Saturday] *
[Saturday] *
State University.
The Broncos other remain-
ing home games include the
University of Nevada on Oct. 29,
New Mexico State University
on Nov. 5, and the University of
Idaho on Nov. 19.
Boise State's remaining WAC
road games are at Utah State
University on Oct. 22, Fresno
State on Nov. 12, and Louisiana
Tech University on Nov. 26.
2005 Bronco football schedule
Boise State is coming off an
11-1season in 2004, including its
third straight undefeated WAC
Championship. The Broncos
ended the season ranked 12th in
the Associated Press media poll
and 13th in the USAToday/ESPN
Coaches poll.
Following is Boise State's tenta-
tive 2005 football schedule:
LOCATION
at Georgia AthenSr Georgia
at Oregon StatsCoruelhs. Oregon
BOWling Green BOise, Idaho
at Hauran Honolulu, HawaII
Portland State BOise, Idaho
San Jose State Borsa, Idaho
at Utah State Logan, Utah
Neuada 801se, Idaho
New MeXICOstata 801se, Idaho
at Fresno State Fresno, Calif.
Idaho BOise, Idaho
at LOUISiana Tech Auston, La.
.ATTENTION ALL-BSU STUDENTS
500 S. CAPITOL BLVD 424-3676 WWW.SHORTYSDINER.COM
Courtesy Broncosports.com
Boise State University an-
nounced last Friday its tentative
football schedule for the 2005
season. Game times, and which
games are to be televised, will be
announced at a later date.
The Broncos open the season
with two straight road games:
Sept. 3 at the University ofGeorgia
and Sept. 10 at Oregon State
DATE
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nou. 5
Nou.12
Nou.19
Nou. 26
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NOBODY
BEATS OUR
PRICES r
33% to 70%
off
EVERYDAY
3506 Rosehill, Boise 343-3220
less InanU miles !rom B~U oetween OVl~hee & lalah
Greyhound Helps
You And A Friend Unleash
This Spring Break.
VISit Greyhoundpromos.com .for 50% off
Companion Fares an(jJree WitjS to unleash this Spring Break.
A A BIT E A. 2 LJ FEB 2005
$600 Group Fundralscr
Scheduling Bonus! Four
hours of your group's
time PLUS our free (yes,
free)ftmdraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
in earnings for your
group. Call TODAY for
a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with Cam-
pusf'undraiser, Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888)
923-3238, or visit www,
campusfundraiser. com
,FREE LAB MIX PUP-
'PY to good home. House
trained, has all shots. Call
412-7657
FREE TO GOOD HOME.
I year old German Shep-
herd Mix. Spayed + shots.
No children please. 371-
1838
Guitar Lessons - Basic
to advanced. Teach all
styles, esp. jazz, blues,
rock, folk, $1O/half hour.
Mike @J429-1106
Looking tor broken gui-
tars or instruments. Will
pick up, free - $10. Any
condition/brand/no brand.
Mike 429-1106
'01 Honda Civic EX! 4
door, 56K, Silver, Auto,
AM/I'M/CD, floormats,
moon-roof, excellent con-
dition 12,OOO/obo. Call
Matt 853-7784.
'02 Mazda Tribute lOS
V6 4x4 SUV. 28k. Rem.
Warr, Leather, 6 disc,
Loaded! $18,OOO/obo.
672-9726. Lv. msg.
'04 Tahoe rims-l-tires, 6
lug 90% tread left. $500/
abo. Call (925)639-0331
or e-mail up·roarI8«I.aol.
com
'92 Celica GT. New
transmission custom/at-
ter market parts, blown
cngine. Make offer, Call
283-9581 or 830-9992
'93 Mercul)' Topaz
$600/obo. 131K. Drivc-
able, trans. needs work.
Call Kat 284-3771.
'98 VW Golf 84k, 4 dr. 5
sp. CD playcr. Runs grcat.
Must sell! S6799/obo.
Call 761-1205.
01 4x4 Ford Ranger Edgc,
4dr. Yellow, excel. com!.
31k, must see, $13,800/
obo. 447·7777
1969 VW Bu/:-rebuilt
engine. CD, new tires,
upholstery. new carpet &
headliner. $2500 abo Call
860-2029
1998 Red Chevy Cava-
lier, 4D sedan. 99k milcs.
$2400. Great condition
in and out! Call Chelsea,
989-9191
2000 VW ,Ietta GLX
VR6 auto, low miles,
leather, clean, all power.
$13,500. Call 866-7627
or 866-8807
3bd/2ba Home tor Sale
m Middlcion. 1830 sf~
lots of living space. Sec
at www.a2sboisc.com or
call 283-9139 $139,900
7-Piecc Chcrry Bcdroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail S2250, sacrifice
S450. Call 888-1464
95 Ford Escort (white),
113k, alc, pis, p/m, 5sp w/
cc. 30k leli on tircs. Bat-
tcry warrantied. new alter,
new struts, clean car fax
record, well maintained,
$1350. Call 989-7016
Almost new couch. Over-
stuffed microfiber, tan.
$400/obo. Call 860-7347
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
DJ Setup- two Tech
1200M3Ds,Vest,tx P.MC
07 mixer.shure 1'.1447,
125 records + more
$1200 283-4610 Paul
Free Macintosh Software
Norton AntiVirus 5.0,
Adobe Illustrator 7.0. Call
345-8204
I<'REE SOFTWARE:
Adobe. Acrobat 3.0 for
Macintosh Call 345-8204
Full size orthopedic set.
'Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Italian leather couch and
lovcscat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic, Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
Macintosh Softwure:
Connectix Virtual PC in-
cludes Windows 98, $5.
Call 345-8204
Macintosh Software:
Macromcdia Flash 5 Free-
hand 10 Studio. Advanced
illustration for designing.
$20. Call 345-8204
Macintosh Software:
Microsoll ome, 98 $5.
Adobe Acrobat 5.0 $5.
Call 345-8204
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
Suuwbourd-Ride 155cm
Timeless w/bindings.
Barely used, great cond!ll
$200 obo Call 860-2441
2 Rms, 4 Rent. 4hd/21'11
with wid. 2 blocks S.
BSU. $350/mo includes
utilities. Call Joe 713-
0263.
Big Ibd/apt, full kit., alc,
free cable, NEnd Bogus/
lIill Rds. area, $450/mo.
Contact Dan aller 5pm.
345-2281
1 Bedroom: 660 sq. ft.
2 Pools
Cable
All UtilitiesIncluded
F~.ne$sCenter
Rent: S530
;'\p;lll\X:bid r~llio· 5&0
/:iilrti'" Rrnl' 5 Hill
2 lkdroom + 'Ilnmhomt:~
"",il,l,k: lI~l~1151lSq. n.
S:dO- $WO
Rna· S',20.f11
,\['pm,_ Paid l:::!itin ~t:El £lhti,< RrlH - S4f~J.OO
IF(lr i},tor~1!~mJlatij'l1 c:li
Tina l) 342·6,161
Duplex for Rent! Ibd/
Iba. N. cnd location. on~
street parking. $425/mo
+$425 deposit. 6 mo.
lease, Call 484-5711.
Room 4 Rent in 3Bd,
IBa house IOkm from
BSU. WID, D/W Garage
$300pm + I/3 utI. Call
Greg 377-0917
Room for Rent $400 mo.
+ $100 dep. util. incl. Nicc
size 3bd hs ncar Capital
High. Call 830-9992 or
424-2611
Affordable
DoWntown
"Uving
NewlyBullt
1&2 Bedrooms
$475 or $595
Bronco.lobs
.'i'ji"M"&"'iiii+
Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
• EkK#on
• DJm:11yQCIVSJ}'nmIlI'lrwn
• U-H_ftJwufD()lff
'~Qml4I"
• Smn4Aoos
, '. \~ J' \ ' ' ... '. ~
344·7400
. t' \-" .,I~ ,
w~ C 'V1':PtalpA~r1ITi:-eljb '(Hl\
Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Slarting at $295/mo.
Bring in ad & receive $100
off 1st month rC1I1
Includes all utilities, cable/
computer lab. Open 7 days
aweek
336-8787
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.boisestate.edu
Apply for a position on
the Volunteer Scrvices
Board. All positions are
for 2005-2006 Board.
Application deadline
3/4/05 f(lr Director
&4/1/05 !()r all other po-
sitions. Applications now
available at the Student
Activities Oflice (I st
Floor, SUB) For more
info, call Mahi T<ika/.;!wa
at 426-2877 or mahitaka-
zawa(il) boisestate.edu
BE A BARTENDER,
No cxperience necessary,
hands on training in Boise, .
must be 18 yrs or older,
make $100-150 per shill,
job placcment/get certi-
fied, Call 333-tips (8477)
Egg donors needed earn
$4,000 plus
Northwest Egg Donation
is seeking Egg Donors of
all cthnicities ages 21-29,
non-smoker with good
health history. Log onto
our site at
www.northwesteggdona-
tion.com or ca1l895-8667
tor more info.
PART TIME HELP
WANTED/RETAIL. 16-
20 hrs/wk evc/wknds,
Wage -I- monthly bonus +
$7 - $13/hr. Fax resume
to: 433-9682 or email to:
bkwarner@Joncwcst.net
Statistic Help needed for
thesis student in nutrition.
Advanced student pre-
ferred. Rates negotiable,
871-2551
We're hiring outgoing
Ilnd nrtIculate students
to WOl1I20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING IlIldWEmNll
HOURS AVAIiJIBl.E
SW1!"~."""',,
'$8.001 hour
PlikIIrI\lnl!lg ",
'.cilSliai envftonmoot
'FIe~lble &d1edule
~' '.....- .' .' 1', ,.-1
Please caJl for
.mOlllll'llOrlnatlOn
658~4888
Customer Soles/service
Great Poy
Flexible 'Schedules "
Alluges18~
Conditions e'xist .
No Exp NeLl We train
CALL331·2820
Call Mon,·T"urs, 9,4
HE DOESN T RESPECT
MY WORK. I CAN
TELL BY THE WAY
HE'S SITTING.
I THINK WE SHOULD
TALK AND TRY TO
WORK OUT OUR
PROBLEM.
\
ThJO CAN PLAY THIS
GAME. I WILL HATE
YOU WITH THE FUR.Y
OF A THOUSAND SUNSI
.:-:.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Health retreat
4 Window
material
9 Frosh housing
14 Baby bear
15 Main artery
16 Ryan or Tatum
17 Sumatran ape
19 blanche
20 Outdoor gala
21 Altar VOW
23 Musical symbol
24 Moocher
28 Gold powder
29 Parking ticket
enforcement
gadget
31 "Annabel Lee"
poet
34 Mix
35 Merge
38 Large vase
39 Call for help
40 Flying mammal
42 This moment!
43 Serenity
45 Male progeny
46 Holy cowl
47 Measured
against
51 Justice Bader
Ginsburg
53 Places for
papers
57 Top point
58 Endeavor
59 Resounding
defeat
60 Movers and
shakers
62 Cyclades setting
66 More central of
two
67 Donahue and
Aikman
68 & the rest
69 Host's lead-in
70 Adlai's 1956
slate-mate
71 Salty sauce
DOWN
1 Treat with
derision
2 More free from
adulterants
3 Grow less
4 Comedic jest
20
2 3 6
14
17
24
51
GO
66
69
© 2005 Tribune Media Services,lnc.
All rights reserved.
5 Costello or
Ferrigno
6 Gallery display
7 More sedate
8 Polishing
machine
9 "What's up _ ?"
10 Continuously
11 Altering course
12 Dillon and
McCoy
13 Wintry
precipitation
J 8 Prerequislte
22 Poetic eyeball
25 Diminish
26 Aware of
27 Rara
30 Beginning
31 Baby seal
32 Bauxite or pyrite
33 Performance
36 End of a sock
37 Lamb's mama
40 Honcho
41 Picnic pests
44 Sticker
45 Ruth and Diane
Solutions
6 10 11 12 13
02124/05
48 Blowup letters?
49 Give a new
score
50 Phooey!
51 Diameter halves
52 Sch. in Storrs
54 Snouts
55 Because of
56 Actor Keach
61 Theater sign
letters
63 Acquired
64 Needle feature
65 Silly billy
By Unda C. Black
Tribune Media Seruices
Today's Birthday (02-24-05).
A p\lrtner can help you stay
-organized this year, and that's
important. This is not an easy
phase in your life, but it should
b~ interesting.
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 - It's not a good day
to travel, although you may
feel compelled to race off in
several directions at the same
time. Resist that.
Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is an 8 - Conditions
are rapidly changing, so don't
take anything for granted.
Something that looked too
good to be true may be.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - The trouble
with having housemates is
getting them all to agree.
That's unlikely now, so go for a
compromise instead.
Halo 2®
On the
BIG
SCREEN!
• 16Gamers • 4
Screens. State-of-the-
Art Surround Sound
Cancer (June 22-Juiy 22)
Today is a 7 - Continuing
your education will allow you
to advance. Unfortunately,
itwill also lead to more
complications tirst. Take care.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 - An argument
about time could arise if you
promise to do too much too
soon. Take care.
Virgo (Aug, 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - You work well
with imaginative people.
You help them achieve their
dreams. This dme, there's a
snag in the way. Take care.
Libra (Sept. 23-0cl. 22)
Today is a 5 - Go over your
work with a fine-toothed comb
to catch all the little errors.
It's very important, today
especially, that everything be
perfect.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - Provide comfort
and security for a nervous
friend. Advise against a hasty
move or purchase. It would be
regretted.
The Reel Theatre Is happy to announce the launch of Halo 21)Game Night at the Northgate
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday, February 4'" @ midnight and runs until 3am
Saturday moming, This will become a weekly event (wi the possibility of more nights being
added later on) at the Northgate Reel Theatre on 695OW. Safe ST. in Boise, The cost will
be $10 per person playing and $3 for persons watching. For more information on this or for
current movie information, please call 377·2620 or visit wwwleellheatre,com, Come on
over to the Northgate Reel and get your game on!
·BorShot{sJ&&:m~lfs.'lor(s)r~er~!",iss!OOtromMJ.crv.:;c"C01X'Iil!:Ql·
'XOO,"" & Halo ?Il Ne~!"!1:"fTl.~tw.1em3rl:sOft>ar"..emN~~o!V.fC,1!S.)"C funn f/)e.Un;ft>1 $r;~s MVrrfnNCO!Jl1.>1es·
PAUl
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 5 - You're an
educator by nature, as welI
as a 3tudent. Be gentle, when
instructing a person who
doesn't see the big picture.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)
Today is an 8 - Travel beckons,
but isn't realIy a good idea right
now. Something's liable to
break dmvn. Better check your
vehicle.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)
Today is a 5 - Review your
reserves to make sure you have
enough to meet all your needs.
This is not the time to take any
financial risks.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
1bday is an 8 - Another person
with different skills can get
farther than you can, and
faster. It's a good idea to ask
for help, especialIy ifit doesn't
cost.
(el "1I11".THlilUNE ~IEtll" SEIlI'ICES INC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder-
Tribulle Information Services.
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